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Project Background
Old Sheppard Park is a 1.2-hectare park located near Sheppard Avenue East and Highway 404.
The playground in the park will be enhanced as part of a state-of-good-repair project to upgrade
the existing equipment. The playground redesign will be developed through consultation with
the community and will include:





Accessible pathway
Accessible play surfacing
New equipment for ages 2.5 to 14 years
Additional accessible seating with sightlines to the playground

Survey Objectives
In September 2020, the City conducted an online survey to obtain feedback from community
members to inform the improvements to the playground in Old Sheppard Park. Survey
participants were given the opportunity to review the playground concept and choose their
favourite playground equipment design.
The survey was available to complete online from September 3 to October 4, 2020. The survey
received a total of 289 survey responses, which included input from 636 individuals.
The feedback from the survey will inform the selection and refinement of the playground
improvements.

Notification
The online survey was promoted through the following channels:




Facebook and Instagram advertisements targeting area residents
Promotions through the local Councillor's Office
Project webpage
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Feedback Summary
The following provides a summary of the feedback collected through the online survey. A copy
of the playground design options proposed in the survey are available in Appendix B. Raw
written responses are available in Appendix C. The number of comments containing an idea or
suggestion are included in brackets.



60% of respondents prefer playground design 2, while 30% prefer playground design 1,
and 11% prefer playground design 3.
Additional suggestions for improving Old Sheppard Park Playground include:
o Provide more seating (38) including more benches, picnic tables, covered
seating areas, and metal patio sets with umbrellas.
 Seating is especially beneficial for adults supervising children, and
seniors (4)
o Add a splash pad or other playful water features (25)
o Add more shaded and covered spaces (15)
 Shaded/covered areas could include seating (7), or provide space for
exercise (1) or gathering (2)
 Shade could be provided through structures (10), trees (3), or play
equipment (e.g. tunnels and covers) (2)
 Keep the playground in its current location to make use of mature trees
for shading (1)
o Add a basketball court/nets to encourage older kids and park users to be in the
space as well (10)
o Playground features:
 Add more swings (5):
 Toddler swings (2)
 Belt swings (1)
 A tire swing (1)
 Different types of accessible swings (1)
 A spider swing (1)
 A net swing (1)
 Keep the tall swings (1)
 Add/Add more:
 Climbing features/monkey bars (4)
 Natural play features (1)
 A carousel/spinning play feature (1)
 A seesaw (1)
 Spinning pods (1)
 A sandpit (2) with digging toys (1)
 A large slide (1)
 Tunnels (1)
 Play features (general) (1)
 A steering wheel onto the junior play structure (1)
 Surfacing:
 Use rubber (8)
 Do not use woodchips (5) / Use woodchips (3)
 Do not use sand (2) / Use sand (1)
 Make the overall design more unique or modern (3)
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Ensure the playground is accessible (3) and include accessible transfer
stations (1)
 Keep the castle theme (2) including the turrets (2) and castle-themed
surfacing (1)
 Make the playground appropriate for all ages (5)
 Keep separate play structures for separate age groups to avoid collisions
(1)
Improve pathways:
 Create additional paved pathways and trails throughout the park (5)
 Create an accessible paved pathway from Brian Drive to the
playground (3)
 Add a walking path or track for exercise (4)
 Install the proposed paved pathway (1)
 Use concrete instead of asphalt for aesthetics (1)
 Ensure pathways are accessible (1)
Add plantings including flowers, trees, butterfly gardens, and edible plants (9) to
encourage connections to nature (2)
 One respondent noted they would like all existing trees to remain in place,
while two suggested potentially removing existing trees and plantings to
make the area less buggy
Improve maintenance:
 Improve lawn maintenance (e.g. regular mowing and watering) (5)
 Clear pathways in the winter (1)
Add additional park features:
 A drinking fountain (6)
 A table tennis/ping pong table (5)
 Fitness equipment (5)
 Keep the existing fitness equipment (1) and install signage
instructing people on how to use it (1)
 An off-leash area (4)
 Add signage or other features to separate dogs and their waste
from the play area (2)
 A skate park or skate features (3)
 Other park features (general) to make the park appealing for people of all
ages (3)
 A soccer field (2) or other sports field (1)
 A washroom (2)
 Waste bins (1)
 Bike parking (1)
 Vehicle parking (1)
 Add signage:
 To notify the community of the playground, as it is fairly set back
from the street (1)
 To prohibit smoking near the playground (1)
 In Chinese (1)
Improve safety:
 Add a fence or wall for security/safety and to prevent kids from running
into the street (2)
 Add lighting (2)
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Install a pedestrian crosswalk signal at the entrance of the park to make it
more accessible to pedestrians crossing from the north side of Sheppard
Avenue (1)
 Add an emergency pole with an intercom (1)
 Keep the playground clean (1) and provide socially distanced seating (1)
and hand washing stations (1)
 Install bike lanes leading to/around the park (1)
 One respondent was concerned that playground design 2 looked more
dangerous for kids to play on (1)
o Some respondents would like the park levelled (2) while others would like the hill
to remain or be raised to encourage activities like tobogganing (2)
o Complete construction quickly to reduce impacts on the community (1)
o Examples of playgrounds respondents wanted used as precedence include
Goldstone Park, Belbury Park, and Lawrence Park Ravine.
Hold more consultations earlier in the design process (1)
Some participants noted they are looking forward to the update and like the proposed
designs (7)
A respondent suggested Havenbrook Park Playground also be updated
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Appendix A: Quantitative Response Summary
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Demographics

Total responses per age group include:




270 kids below 12 years old
66 teens between the ages of 13 and 18
300 adults aged 19 and above
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Appendix B: Playground Concept and Equipment Design
Options
Playground Concept
The following images showcase the proposed changes to the playground area at Old Sheppard
Park. Within this new layout, there are three playground options to provide your feedback on.

The proposed layout of the playground improvements features:








A larger combined playground area complete with:
o a woodchip-like surface (called "Engineered Wood Fibre"), this surface improves
access to play equipment for kids, youth and adults of all abilities
o an accessible ramp
o concrete border
o new play equipment
Contemporary play equipment with roofs for shade
New asphalt pathway from Old Sheppard Avenue
A small paved area for seating and stroller parking
A picnic table and accessible benches
Ensure playground surface is kept dry through the installation of subsurface drainage tile
connecting to an existing catch basin on site
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Equipment Design Options
There are three playground equipment design options to choose from below. All three options:




Are accessible and have generally the same number of accessible ground and structure
element
Have generally the same number of play events
Cost the same amount

Please note that the equipment colours have been shown for reference only.

Option 1

Proposed playground equipment for Option 1 includes:





Swings: 2 belt swings, one tot seat, and one accessible swing
1 Senior structure with
o 2 senior slides and one junior slide
o 4 climbing options on the senior structure
o Snake pole, overhead ring and rung ladder
o Multiple play panels
1 Junior structure with
o emergency bell
o climbing slots
o balance pod
o walkie talkie
o hose
o mirror/hat
o tools
o escape slide
o skylight, step up
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o doorbell
o paw print and ball
A freestanding toy
A toddler sensory garden wall with roper slides, peek-a-boo opening and garden
features
AODA transfer platforms (used to transfer from a wheelchair or other mobility aid onto a
playground structure or component)

Option 2

Proposed playground equipment for Option 2 includes:








Swings: 2 belt swings, one tot seat, and one accessible swing
1 senior structure with
o a senior slide
o agility pods
o inline grip
o wing nets
o web wall stepper
o stepping stones
o crossway climber
o bumper climber
1 junior structure with
o 2 junior slides
o observation deck
Free standing structures:
o tot rock climber
o time tracker
o 2 game tables
o Music panel activities: magic ball, marble race, and sight-n-sound
Quiet grove activities:
o calming, push the wall
o light switch
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o wavy path
o bench hook
o straight path
o fidget spinner
AODA transfer platforms (used to transfer from a wheelchair or other mobility aid onto a
playground structure or component)

Option 3

Proposed play equipment for Option 3 includes:








Swings: 2 belt swings, one tot seat, and one accessible swing
1 senior structure with
o 2 senior slides
o jump panel
o stepping pod climber
o ring climber
o twisted arch climber
o shade panel
o different types of climbing/monkey bars
1 junior structure with
o 1 junior slide
o gear panel
o balance ball game on post
o handi-hold climber
o shade panel
Free standing: sensory panels, lucky clover and talk tube
AODA transfer platforms (used to transfer from a wheelchair or other mobility aid onto a
playground structure or component)
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Appendix C: Text Responses
Do you have any other comments and feedback about the playground design?























A big slide is great. Tunnels are cool. We have no monkey bars now, and so more
climbing and monkey bars would be great. A sand pit is always a hit.
As a phys Ed specialist in the tdsb, my opinion is that #2 has the most element for
building children’s physical literacy. I do think #1 has a “fun” tower element, but this park
is currently used by many kids simultaneously and there are not as many areas for kids
to spread out.
If possible, it would be nice to see a feature similar to the current the castle turret feature
installed in the new design. Also it would be nice to see the park remain within the
current area, surrounded by many mature trees. This provides plenty of shade and a
nice, natural environment. Thank you!
Keep the castle look and castle turrets, even if it means just updating it but keeping the
same look.
Make concrete pathways not asphalt for aesthetics.
Thank you
No sand or mulch floor
Instead of wood chips, can use a flooring like the one in Leonard Linton park. Its soft,
and shock absorbent it seems.
Can a splash pad be offered as well?
So glad to hear about this. I have a special needs child and modern park would be great
I think having two different structures for different age ranges and abilities is very
important. Older kids are not always mindful of toddlers on the playground, and have a
safe structure for the little ones helps to keep them safe and having fun. I also think
there should be more than one tot seats for the swings. Babies and toddlers use these
and I believe there should be at least two, like there already is.
Frankly each of these choices are disappointing and uninspired. The designs read as
though the architects don't actually have children who use playgrounds, because most of
these features will be largely untouched and a waste of money. Has anyone ever had
fun with an agility pod? Beyond that, option 1 seems more oriented toward older
children with a minimal junior section. Not sure a 3-6 year old would have much fun
here. Option 2 seems mostly geared toward climbing and hanging. Again, not really
much fun for younger or weaker children. Option 3 seems bare bones and downright
boring. We should strive for something like the playground at 3055 Yonge St near
Lawrence which has, among other things, a see-saw that's easy to use for all ages, a
large net swing, and spinning pods. Our 4 year old daughter regularly asks us to drive all
the way to that playground rather than walk 5 minutes to Old Sheppard Park. I suggest
the architects go back to the drawing board.
What about the splash pad? Spinning/carousel structure? Soft fibre ground instead of
wood fibre? Natural/wood play structures, instead of a playground? Basketball court?
Please include a soft foam floor around structures to help with falling.
If there will a walking trail also it will be nice
Please bring back the tall swings.
Splash pad
How are playgrounds designed? Do you consult active design guidelines for parks and
consider physical literacy? I would suggest other equipment for other ages to make a
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more holistic experience. For example, a basketball court and ping pongtable. I think
Belbury park is a great model to follow...always being used.
A water feature. So many kids live in the town homes next to the park. And kids in the
surrounding area. A water park would be a bonus as well
All the options look great
A splash pad would be amazing!
Add a wheel to the junior play house area. Also, the square metal tables with the four
build in benches and the build in metal umbrella are very favourable for mother’s coming
with younger children.
My son would love this park so much!
Please add in a splash pad
Love the quiet grove activities. I think children need to be in nature. As much as it is
about the fun and playing sometimes calming their bodies is just as, if not more
important.
Have some seating areas for parents
I really like design 2 as well. My only concern was it seems like more injuries could occur
on this design. I also prefer the spongy ground instead of the wood chips.
With option two there is a better age range for children playing on the equipment.
I don't see anything for our seniors to enjoy more and benches to sit
More shaded seating for adults, consider a washroom and water fountain. What about a
splash pad and snack kiosk?
I hope that the existing piece of exercise equipment which has only been erected within
the last three or four years will not be taken down. It is in close proximity to Old
Sheppard and is part of the whole circuit in surrounding parks.
I don't like sand. Use wood chips instead.
Is there an opportunity to add a splash pad ? Is there an opportunity to add Paved
skateboard/scooter ramps?
Would love to have woodchips or the soft surface at the playground.
No
monkey bars and equipment for upper arm strength is preferred
Add fencing around so kids can play without running of street.
I like the transfer station in option 1 could this be added in addition to option 2.
Is the material used bacteria? If not, how is kept cleaned?
we need a soft foam floor
Great concepts!
Option 3 looks like what the playground is now.
The kids really enjoy a shaded place to hangout on/in with, like a long tube or a fort..
Good changes
More activities for kids
Considering the area is very large it would be nice to have a splash pad incorporated.
Splash pads have less touch points for children which is especially important during this
pandemic. Additionally a skate park would be nice as there are absolutely non that are
locally close.
Design 2 is great but lacks any shade or protection from the elements. Please find ways
to increase shade with any design you end up going with. As it stands design 1 will be
the most usable for us.
Design 2 is versatile and offers most to all ages and demographics. Will probably
entertain the best out of the 3 options.
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Do not use Sand!!!!
Climbing equipment is far superior to sliding equipment. My 4 daughters love climbing
and playing grounders, but the slides are less interesting to them.
There can be more swings
Recommend for wood stick ground
Option 1 & 3 are lovely. Option 2 reminds me of Dr. Seuss
We cant wait we live with the park right behind our house love it
First design looks like a monster
Thank you for allowing us to vote! Option 2 is unlike most playgrounds, that's why I vote
for #2. To give parents/caregivers/kids choice of diffdrent playgrounds.
Monkey bars
More shade in the swings area as that’s a very static activity.
I think it would be better if you guys used sand however either will work
look at Goldstone park use that design
I think wood chips wouldn’t be the best idea as kids like to pick things up and can get a
splinter. The foam ground would be better
I have seen a spongy like floor on other playgrounds that absorbs any falls that children
might have. I would prefer that surface to engineered wood chips that can be thrown
around.
A basketball court would be a nice addition to the playground
Overall seems great. Keep an equal amount of equipment for all ages including adults.
Playgrounds are often short of swings, need more than 2 belt swings.
No. All looks great! I would however like to ask how we can get the Havenbrook park
updated in the Henry farm area?? It seems ancient and I see parkway forest and now
old Sheppard are getting new parks. I would like to see an update happen at havenbrook
as well.
Option 2 is fitness friendly
Important to keep in mind nature and the connection with the natural world- butterfly
garden area? Water feature?
there should be more consultation on individual options not just on final choices
Would like the park to be more visible from Brian drive/old Sheppard avenue. It is
currently hidden by trees and distance which is a safety concern.
Also need a second pathway opening from Brian Drive to the play ground to allow
quicker and easier access for people with accessibility issues ♿

Do you have any suggestions for how Old Sheppard Park can become more
welcoming for all users?



Splash pad. Basketball net + pad so as kids get a bit bigger they still want to come to the
park.
This park is used by many many people. A covered area for seating and outdoor table
tennis would also also be enjoyed by many. Every day (my daughter included) the kids
all play in the sand at the park. All parents bring sand toys. So I think if you’re removing
the sand (which is a good idea for accessibility reasons) you should consider a large
sand pit for kids to play. Any built in sand tools (large Seated bucket diggers for
example) would be well- used and appreciated in this environment. Similar digger found
at Muirhead PS. The wood chips is a terrible idea. Not helpful for kids with special
needs and always get soggy and moved around. Usually exposed felt under padding is
seen within a short time. Please consider a recycled tire base similar to Brimley Park
17




























(across from Thompson park). This is great for kids learning to walk, accessible for
wheelchairs and walkers. Please consider some other swing options. Like the circular
spider swings or low rubber swings that are wider for smaller and special needs children.
Consider a bike or circular walking path that continues around the outside of the
playground.
Additional lighting throughout the park would be welcome. The east side of the park(
along Brian Dr) is very dark...
Install a pedestrian crosswalk signal at the entrance of the park to make it more
accessible to pedestrians crossing from the north side of Sheppard Avenue.
I feel like the height variation is amazing in the first model. Maybe a gazebo with picnic
benches
Would be nice to also have a splash pad that can be use for all the kids in the area just
like they have at forest parkway
Adding a splash pad would always benefit kids in the summer
Swing for baby and toddler Or a tire swing
Lots of benches and picnic benches socially distanced. The park is nice and large to
accommodate. Would a splash pad be feasible? Will the large hill be taken down to
provide more flat surfaces?
Benchs and picnic table. Shade option of some sort... big tree or hust something to add
some shade. Mini splash pad
There needs to be a dog park in the neighbourhood. There are too many poorly
socialized dogs because there is not a proper place for them to interact.
Dog area would be nice.
Please do this for sure
A Splash pad would be so nice right there. The closest one to this area is not a quick
walk. I think also having somewhere to have picnics under covered spaces would make
it so much nicer. Adding some Water fountains or a place to wash hands would be such
a nice touch, especially during covid.
Dont make the bigger park too difficult for a 3 year old... a 3 yo cant do many of the
things in pic 2.but too old for the baby area. A sand area is missing . Lots of benefits of
sand play. Something innovative like the banbury park or the troughs at the park on
Hollywood would be great . Some water play would be nice too. Not necessarily a
splash park but again troughs or little ponds i see at other parks .
More flowers, trees, etc?
Can we have an off leash dog park? Many people let their dogs off leash and they run
through the playground
Compound wall for security n safety
Highly recommend a splash pad.
Splash pad
Seating areas with shade. Walking path for elderly. Basketball court for youth. Ping pong
table. More trees for natural shelter and for forest bathing.
Water feature. A gazebo
Install more benches
More fruiting trees. There are already serviceberry trees that still need some time to
mature. How about wild apple trees?
Having benches at the park side and picnic areas around the park. Also a single family
washroom. Most of the families I have seen are younger like my own. Maybe a particular
focus on junior activities.
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I am uncertain how close the area for dogs to go off leash would be to the new
playground. I am a little concerned it might be too close? Love dogs, just being
cautious.
More garden spaces, more seating. There’s a lot of elderly in our neighborhood so it
would be a nice place to rest. More paths through the park so it’s an easier surface to
walk/ ride through.
Make a beautiful garden with lots of flowers with benches nearby to sit and enjoy.
Water drinking fountain/water sprayers for summer time. More than one trash/recycling
recepticle.
Keep the hill, it’s our favorite
A splash pad would be amazing too and would definitely be welcoming. More pathways
to the park. Water bottle filling station. Gazebo would be a nice addition.
More benches.
Residents who are adults may appreciate a covered flat pad to do other types of
exercises. Yoga tai chi etc. Perhaps using the engineered wood floor outside of the play
area in a different place of the park.
Hoe about something for the senior to enjoy we have alot of seniors in our area as well.
more sitting places would be nice
I would also like to see a paved entrance to the park on the Brian side as well as one
from Old Sheppard.
Walking pathways through the park
Add more benches and picnic tables. Ensure that pathways are completely cleared
even during winter so that moms with strollers can walk through without getting stuck.
This also benefits those with wheelchairs/walkers and other accessibility devices.
Some kind of water feature. Like water fountains with lights for night
We need another light in the park. It gets so dark very early in the Fall and would love to
be able to use the park at 7pm...
More seating benches.
More picnic tables would be great as well as a water fountain
Cooler
expand the adult gym area with additional equipment. raise the height of the hill for
better tobogganing in the winter provide more benches for people walking, along and
facing Brian Drive, Old Sheppard
More fitness equipment
Run track
I like the idea of it being fully accessible and the wider the better I think. The agility pods
and quiet activities also seem great. If there a way to add a bit more of a castle type floor
to both structures in option two that would be useful. I live on Edmonton Road and
currently I see this playground gets a lot of use there’s also more buildings coming to
Close-by Shepard ave so I believe if you build it they will come. Maybe try to add a bit
more to the second option regardless this is a wonderful idea I’m so happy this
playground is being enhanced thank you!
Introduce Picnic tables, additional benches. Have an emegency button/speAker in case
of personal injury or safety
we need more active for older kids, like a basketball court we need a ping pong area and
a walking path for adults as well as off leash for dogs and a picnic area
Is it possible to have a paved pathway from Brian Drive to the playground, in addition to
the paved pathway from Old Sheppard Drive?
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Create more walking paths that lead to different parts of the park.
Please don’t cur down any trees. Grade and or level off areas that are not level. Have
better grass. Have more benches
more areas for adults and seniors activities too, maybe a walkway / track around the
park to walk, jog
- a few signs requesting no smoking within 20 meters of playground, seating and the
picnic table - sign for dogwalkers to keep dogs out of playground area (and pick up
poop) - make signs in both English and Mandarin (forget French... welcome the Chinese,
note the rules)
Add lots of perennials Like flowers and especially edibles like fruit trees and native
berries
The demographic of this area includes small children as well as pre-teens. Could there
be a basketball court like there is at Van Horne Park? Could there be a covered picnic
table area where families/kids can sit and talk even if it is raining? I feel this would
greatly improve the age range of kids/people who could use the park. Thank you for
considering.
More calisthenics at the park will welcome all ages as there are many families and
young adults in the neighborhood.
I find the current area to be very buggy - it could be to do with the current plants/trees in
the area. Is there a plan for landscaping to address this?
Put a few benches near the climbing structures for more parents to sit on while the kids
are running around.
More seating!
Is way to put at least one basketball net in park ?
Seating area and picnic table , bike rack More exercise equipment for adult Small
basketball court Water fountain
More picnic tables, maybe a covered picnic area :)
More landscaping and flowers
Need parking
Cut down the trees
Is it possible to also have a splash park or ice rink or mini skate park in that corner of Old
Sheppard + Brian Dr.?
Can I suggest adding a small waterplay area for those hot summer days.
A few more seating options for parents or elderly visiting the park area.
No
have signage up with QR codes that can be scanned and show how to use the rods to
exercise
The lawn on the east side of the burn is almost all weeds and is unsightly. There are
also only 2 benches. I would like to see more seating.
Sporting equipment like soccer nets or basketball nets can bring out a wider range of
ages to the park. The closets basketball nets are on school properties making harder to
be accessible to the public. Similar to the Van Horne park net, one net should suffice.
More seating
The grass area on the east side of the park is dead and unappealing. If automated
sprinklers or regular manual watering is out of the question, repurposing may be
necessary. There is zero logic to having a grassy wasteland where walking paths and
seating could be available. If the area needs to be available for soccer, football, frisbee,
etc, it needs to be better maintained.
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A cycling path on roads closest to the park.
Better signage out front to tell people walking or driving by that there’s a playground
there. Not completely obvious if you don’t know
Large umbrella or canopy would be nice to hide from the sun for small children.
Benches/picnic tables to host birthdays/baby showers/etc.
A new walkway to the playground is a very good idea !
Lots and lots of seating, accessible pathway, lots of flora and fauna
Include accessibility for the disabled
I live nearby. The grass needs cutting regularly. Ensure that pets don't deffecate in the
park. Have some comfy benches for the Grands! PL don't hold up traffic taking years for
this renovation. Have a target, post it prominently and stick to it. I recall how embedding
some cylinders underground held up traffic for years!
Have more seating or picnic tables etc available
more features for all age uses like a table tennis outdoor table
Continue regular lawn maintenance
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